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Abstract
Despite the availability of several formulations of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) and delivery devices for treatment of
childhood asthma and despite the development of evidence-based guidelines, childhood asthma control remains
suboptimal. Improving uptake of asthma management plans, both by families and practitioners, is needed.
Adherence to daily ICS therapy is a key determinant of asthma control and this mandates that asthma education
follow a repetitive pattern and involve literal explanation and physical demonstration of the optimal use of inhaler
devices. The potential adverse effects of ICS need to be weighed against the benefit of these drugs to control
persistent asthma especially that its safety profile is markedly better than oral glucocorticoids. This article reviews
the key mechanisms of inhaled corticosteroid action; recommendations on dosage and therapeutic regimens;
potential optimization of effectiveness by addressing inhaler technique and adherence to therapy; and updated
knowledge on the real magnitude of adverse events.
Keywords: Inhaled corticosteroids, Children, Asthma, Adverse effects, Adherence
Abbreviations: AI, Adrenal insufficiency; AP-1, Activator protein-1; AS, Adrenal suppression; BAI, Breath actuated
inhaler; BDP, Beclomethasone dipropionate; BMD, Bone mineral density; CAMP, Childhood Asthma Management
Program; CBP, Cyclic adenosine monophosphate response element binding protein; COPD, Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease; DPIs, Dry powder inhalers; FENO, Fractional exhaled nitric oxide; FP, Fluticasone propionate;
GINA, Global Initiative for Asthma; GRE, Glucocorticoid response elements; GRs, Glucocorticoid receptors; HAT, Histone
acetyl transferase; HDAC, Histone deacetylase; HDAC2, Histone deacetylase-2; HPA, Hypothalamus pituitary axis;
ICS, Inhaled corticosteroids; LABA, Long-acting beta-agonist; LTRA, Leukotriene antagonists; MAP kinase, Mitogen-activated
protein kinase; MDIs, Metered dose inhalers; MF/F, Mometasone furoate/formoterol fumarate; mRNA, Messenger RNA;
NF-kB, Nuclear factor-kB; OCS, Oral corticosteroids; QALYs, Quality-adjusted life-years; SABA, Short Acting beta-agonist;
SIGN, Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network; SiT, Single inhaler therapy; VHC, Valved holding chamber

Background
Despite advances in care, asthma still imposes a significant burden on the pediatric population. Mortality,
hospitalization rates, acute exacerbations and symptom
control remain sub-optimal. In controlled trials, most
patients gain high levels of control but in ‘real-life’ clinical practice, most patients do not [1]. Communication
between clinicians and patients is sometimes poor, and
it should be noted that in low income countries, an

important obstacle to proper asthma management is
the cost of medications [2].
Inhalation therapy is the cornerstone of asthma
treatment in the pediatric age group [3]. The concern
about adverse effects induced by systemic CS in children has been much reduced, but not eliminated, with
the use of the inhalation route [4]. In this document,
the current literature concerning strategies to improve
outcome from inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) use is
reviewed with the goal of highlighting the potentials
and pitfalls encountered.
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Mechanisms of action of ICS
Inhaled corticosteroids are the most effective drugs used
in asthma to suppress airway inflammation. This occurs
mainly by down regulation of pro-inflammatory proteins
[5, 6]. Also, corticosteroids seem to reverse components of
the asthma-induced structural changes (airway remodeling),
including the increased vascularity of the bronchial wall [7].
At a cellular level, ICS reduce the number of inflammatory cells in the airways, including eosinophils, T lymphocytes, mast cells, and dendritic cells. These remarkable
effects of corticosteroids are produced by suppressing the
production of chemotactic mediators and adhesion molecules and by inhibiting the survival of these inflammatory
cells in the airways. Epithelial cells may be a major cellular
target for ICS, which are the mainstay of modern asthma
management [8].
The broad anti-inflammatory profile of corticosteroids
probably accounts for their marked clinical effectiveness
in asthma [9]. More specific treatment options such as
single mediator inhibitors have usually been unsuccessful, emphasizing the importance of simultaneously inhibiting many inflammatory targets [10].
The anti-inflammatory actions of ICS are divided into
considerably delayed actions (taking hours or days)
through genomic mechanisms required to change the
protein expression and rapid actions (within seconds
or minutes) probably mediated through membranebound glucocorticoids receptor and direct interaction
with the airways vasculature by non-genomic mechanisms [11]. (Table 1; Fig 1).
Genomic mechanism of action of inhaled corticosteroids

These are genomic actions mediated by intracellular receptors; glucocorticoid receptors (GRs), which ultimately
alter transcription through direct DNA binding or indirectly through transcription factor inactivation [12].
The lipophilic corticosteroid molecules easily cross
the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane to enter into the
cell and bind to specific receptors [13]. Glucocorticoid
receptor-α binds corticosteroids, whereas glucocorticoid
receptor-β is an alternatively spliced form that binds to
DNA but is not activated by corticosteroids [9].
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Direct genomic effects

After corticosteroids have bound to GRs, changes in the
receptor structure result in dissociation of molecular
chaperone proteins, thereby exposing nuclear localization
signals on GRs. This results in rapid transport of the
activated glucocorticoid receptor-corticosteroid complex
into the nucleus, where it binds to DNA at specific
sequences in the promoter region of steroid-responsive
genes known as glucocorticoid response elements (GRE)
[9]. A pair of GRs (GR homodimer) bind to GRE in the
promoter region of steroid-responsive genes and this
interaction switches on (and sometimes switches off) gene
transcription [14].
The major action of corticosteroids is to switch off
multiple activated inflammatory genes that encode for
cytokines, chemokines, adhesion molecules inflammatory
enzymes and receptors [15]. Repression of genes occurs
through reversal of the histone acetylation that switches
on inflammatory genes [16]. Activated GRs may bind to
cyclic adenosine monophosphate response element–binding protein (CBP) or other co-activators like p300/CBPactivating factor (PCAF) directly to inhibit their histone
acetyl transferase (HAT) activity [17], thus reversing the
unwinding of DNA around core histones and thereby
repressing inflammatory genes. Reduction of histone
acetylation also occurs through the recruitment of histone
deacetylase-2 (HDAC2) to the activated inflammatory
gene complex by activated glucocorticosteroid receptor,
thereby resulting in effective suppression of all activated
inflammatory genes within the nucleus [14].
Corticosteroids may suppress inflammation by increasing
the synthesis of anti-inflammatory proteins, such as
annexin-1, secretory leukoprotease inhibitor, interleukin10, and an inhibitor of nuclear factor-kB (IkB-α) (transactivation) [9] However, this mechanism seems to have a
minor role in the suppression of inflammation. For
instance, corticosteroids have been reported to repress
inflammation efficiently in mice with a defective glucocorticoid receptor, which cannot bind DNA [18]. Also,
therapeutic doses of ICS have not been shown to increase
annexin-1 concentrations in bronchoalveolar lavage
fluid [18]. It has been proposed that transactivation is

Table 1 Mechanism of actions of inhaled corticosteroids in asthma
Genomic

Non-genomic

Action mediated through Cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptor-α [9].

Membrane-bound or cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptor
or direct interaction with airway vasculature [11].

Onset of action

Hours to days [11].

Seconds to minutes [11].

Effects

- Selective switch off in multiple activated inflammatory genes - Suppressing the increased microvascular permeability
(transrepression) by reversal of histone acetylation [9, 15, 16].
and plasma leakage into the airway lumen [29–32].
- Increasing mRNA degradation and hence blocking
- Acutely suppressing airway hyperperfusion in a
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [11].
dose-dependent manner [27].
- Increasing the synthesis of anti-inflammatory proteins [9].
- Inhibiting the remodeling process (only long-term
therapy in a dose-dependent manner) [33, 34].
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the complex cellular actions of corticosteroids. Genomic actions are mediated by cytoplasmic receptors, which
ultimately alter transcription through A direct DNA binding or B transcription factor inactivation. In contrast, nongenomic actions are mediated by
C membrane-bound or D cytoplasmic receptors, or E nonspecific interactions with the cell membrane. cGR: cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptor;
mGR: membrane glucocorticoid receptor; LBD: ligand-binding domain; DBD: DNA-binding domain; Hsp90: heat-shock protein 90; RE: response
element; NF-kB: nuclear factor-kB; AP-1: activating protein-1. Quoted with permission from: Horvath, G and Wanner, A. Eur Respir J 2006;27:172–87

responsible for some side effects (e.g. diabetes induction,
skin atrophy) caused by corticosteroids [19].

Indirect genomic effects

Corticosteroids have been shown to have posttranscriptional regulatory effect on gene expression
through increasing messenger RNA (mRNA) degradation, and thus block the production of several of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and other proteins (transrepression) [20]. Corticosteroids reduce the stability
of mRNA for some inflammatory genes, such as
cyclooxygenase-2, through an inhibitory action on p38
mitogen-activated protein kinase (p38 MAP kinase)
[21]. This inhibitory effect is mediated via the induction of a potent endogenous inhibitor of p38 MAP
kinase called MAP kinase phosphatase-1 [22].
GRs probably bind only to coactivators that are activated by pro-inflammatory transcription factors, such
as nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) and activator protein-1
(AP-1). Also, it is likely that several specific coactivators
interact with GRs. This might explain why corticosteroids switch off only inflammatory gene and are well
tolerated as a therapy [9].

Non-genomic mechanism of action of inhaled
corticosteroids

Non-genomic actions are initiated by specific interactions
with membrane-bound or cytoplasmic GRs, or nonspecific interactions with the cell membrane [11].
Membrane-bound GRs are also present in various human
cells and peripheral blood mononuclear cells [23]. Also,
membrane binding sites for corticosteroids have been
demonstrated in smooth muscle cells isolated from
human airway blood vessels [24]. Membrane receptor
activation has been shown to induce rapid effects on a variety of second messenger systems (Calcium, adenosine 3ʹ,
5ʹ-monophosphate, inositol trisphosphate, protein kinase C)
to alter cellular processes [25].
Corticosteroids may cause rapid effects by changing the
physicochemical properties of the cell membrane. The
lipophilic corticosteroid molecules intercalate into the
phospholipid bilayers of cellular membranes. Corticosteroids acutely inhibit extraneuronal uptake of norepinephrine
in the smooth muscle cells isolated from human bronchial
arteries [26] which will probably increase the duration of
the norepinephrine/vasoconstrictor signal, and consequently
decreases airway blood flow as seen in healthy and asthmatic subjects after inhalation of corticosteroids [27].
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ICS have been shown to acutely suppress airway hyperperfusion associated with asthma. A single dose of inhaled
fluticasone propionate has been shown to decrease airway
mucosal blood flow in healthy and asthmatic subjects with
a maximal effect, 30 min after inhalation, and a return to
baseline at 90 min [27]. The blood flow effect increased in
a dose-dependent manner up to 880 mg of fluticasone
propionate, with a significantly greater effect in asthmatics
than in healthy controls. The acute vasoconstrictor action
has also been demonstrated after inhalation of beclomethasone dipropionate and budesonide [28].
Moreover, ICS has been shown to suppress the increased microvascular permeability and plasma leakage
into the airway lumen, which adds to the airway obstruction in asthma, as determined by measuring concentrations of high molecular weight proteins (e.g. alpha-2macroglobulin) in induced sputum [29, 30] and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid [31, 32].
Based on interventional studies, the inhaled daily doses
and the length of therapy seem to be the critical determinants of the vascular effects of ICS. Furthermore, the inhibitory effects on the remodeling process seem to occur
only with long-term therapy with corticosteroids. Whereas
a 6-month treatment with a daily dose of 800 mg beclomethasone dipropionate reduced the number of blood vessels and the vascular area [33], a 6-week treatment with
fluticasone propionate was only effective at a daily inhaled
dose of 1000 mg, and not at 200 mg, to reduce significantly
the number of blood vessels and the vascular area [34].
Functional effects of inhaled corticosteroids

ICS prevents the late but not the early allergic response.
However, prolonged treatment with ICS is found to be
effective in reducing the early response to an allergen
challenge in a time-dependent and probably dosedependent way [35, 36]. Moreover, ICS do not protect
against bronchoconstriction when given immediately
before exercise [37]. Regular treatment with ICS is effective in reducing bronchial responsiveness to direct
and indirect stimuli [38] and reduces the prevalence
and the severity of exercise-induced asthma [37].
Interaction of inhaled corticosteroids with some asthma
medications

Corticosteroids increase the expression of β2-adrenergic
receptors in the lung and prevent their down regulation
and uncoupling in response to β2-agonists [39]. The
corticosteroid-induced decrease in airway blood flow is
likely to enhance the action of inhaled bronchodilators
by diminishing their clearance from the airway. Since
the corticosteroid-induced vasoconstriction peaks rapidly
(~30 min after drug inhalation), simultaneous administration of ICS and bronchodilators is likely to be of clinical
significance [11].
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β2-agonists enhance the action of corticosteroids,
with an increase in nuclear translocation of GRs in
vitro [40] and enhanced suppression of inflammatory
genes [41]. Nuclear localization of GRs is also enhanced
after treatment of asthmatic patients with a combination inhaler compared with the same dose of inhaled
steroid given alone [42].
Low doses of theophylline significantly increase histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity in bronchial biopsy
specimens from asthmatic patients, and the increase
in HDAC activity is correlated with the reduction in
airway eosinophils. Because corticosteroids also activate HDAC, but via a different mechanism, theophylline should enhance the anti-inflammatory actions of
corticosteroids; this enhancement occurs because the
HDAC recruited to the inflammatory gene will be
more effective at switching off the gene. Indeed,
therapeutic concentrations of theophylline markedly
potentiate the anti-inflammatory effects of corticosteroids in vitro [43]. This effect may explain why adding a low dose of theophylline is more effective than
increasing the dose of ICS in patients whose asthma
is not adequately controlled [44, 45].
Inhaled corticosteroid resistance

Relative resistance is seen in patients who require
high doses of inhaled and oral steroids (steroiddependent asthma). Biopsy studies have demonstrated
the typical eosinophilic inflammation of asthma in
those patients [46].
Persistent immune activation and airway inflammation,
which to varying degrees is resistant to glucocorticoid
therapy, appears to define the immunologic abnormality
underlying steroid-resistant asthma [47]. Certain cytokines
(particularly interleukin-2, interleukin-4, and interleukin13, which show increased expression in bronchial biopsy
samples from patients with steroid-resistant asthma) may
induce a reduction in affinity of GRs in inflammatory cells,
such as T-lymphocytes, resulting in local resistance to the
anti-inflammatory actions of corticosteroids [46, 48].
Moreover, the inhibitory effect of corticosteroids on
cytokine release is reduced in peripheral blood mononuclear cells from patients with steroid-resistant and
steroid-dependent asthma [49].
Other mechanisms involved include impaired nuclear
localization of GRs in response to a high concentration
of corticosteroids and defective acetylation of histone-4,
interfering with the anti-inflammatory actions of corticosteroids [50].

Dosage and therapeutic regimens
Inhaled corticosteroids are the mainstay of pharmacotherapy for asthma control. Multiple national and international
guidelines on asthma have been published [2, 3, 51–60]
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(Table 2), each with varying recommendations and level of
detail regarding the use and rationale of ICS. In some, recommendations on the dose of ICS for initiation and
step-up therapy are age-group based. What is common
to these guidelines are:

 The need for step-up therapy based on poor asthma

control
 Recognition that preschoolers are different from

older children in terms of diagnostic and treatment
procedures

Table 2 Overview of national and international guidelines on asthma in children
Guideline

Last
Age
updated categories
(years)

Preferred step up Specifies
Specifies indications
choices after initial indications for for starting
low dose ICS
starting low
moderate dose ICS
dose ICS

Specifies
Describes
indications for adverse
starting high effects
dose ICS

Review
interval for
dose drop

GINA

2016

Up to 5

Mod dose ICS
or add LTRA

6–11

Mod dose ICS

12 and older

Add LABA

0–1

NS

1–2

NS

Australia

2015

2–5

NS

6 and older

NS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3 months

Yes

NS

NS

NS

NS

3 months

Canada
Preschool

2015

1–5

Mod dose ICS

Yes

Yes

NS

NS

Canada Older

2012

6–11

Mod dose ICS

Yes

NS

NS

Yes
weeks to
(CTS 2010) months

12 and older

Add LABA
Yes

NS

NS

Yes

3 months

SIGN

2014

0–4

LTRA

5–12

Add LABA

13 and older

Add LABA

ICON

2012

Describes other Describes other
guidelines
guidelines

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Saudi Arabia
(SINA)

2012

<5

Mod dose ICS

Yes

NS

NS

Yes

3–6 months

5 and older

Add LABA

Japan

2012

<2

LTRA is first choice, Yes
not ICS. Step-up:
mod dose ICS

Yes

Yes

NS

3 months

2–5

Mod dose ICS

6–15

LABA or mod
dose ICS
Yes

NS

NS

Yes

3 months

NS

NS

NS

Yes

NS

Yes

NS

NS

Yes

3 months

Yes

NS

NS

Yes

3–6 months

South Africa

PRACTALL

NHLBI

India

2009

2008

2007

2003

<5

Mod dose ICS

5 and older

LTRA or LABA or
mod dose ICS

0–2
3–5

Mod dose ICS or
add LTRA

6 and older

Mod dose ICS or
add LTRA

0–4

Mod dose ICS

5–11

Mod dose ICS or
add LABA

12 and older

Add LABA

<5

Mod dose ICS

5 and older

Add LABA
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 A recommended step-down interval of three months

suspected persistent asthma. The authors found similar
rates in use of rescue oral corticosteroids; however, daily
ICS was superior to intermittent ICS in several parameters
of lung function, airway inflammation, asthma control,
and reliever use.
The TREXA trial [62] demonstrated both the superiority of daily ICS over intermittent ICS. Of note was the
suggestion that intermittent ICS was superior to no ICS
in children with asthma that had been controlled
through recent ICS use, though this second finding did
not reach statistical significance (hazard ratio 0.62, 95 %
CI 0.37–1.05, p = 0.073). These results arose from the
4-week run in period to establish asthma control before
the participants were randomized to the 4 arms that led
to the abovementioned results.
Recent guidelines advocate that when low-dose daily
ICS is insufficient, increasing the dose of ICS is the preferred step-up therapy compared to add-on therapy with
other agents in children less than 12 years of age. Where
the child is 12 years and older, addition of a long-acting
beta-agonist (LABA) to the existing ICS dose is preferred.

of good asthma control
 The consideration of ICS dose pertaining to growth.
ICS regimes

Perhaps the best-known guideline is that of the Global
Initiative for Asthma (GINA), which was last updated in
April 2015. As one of the most recent and comprehensive guidelines, it details [3]
 The range of low, moderate and high doses of ICS

for children aged up to 5 years, 6–11 years, and 12
years or older separately (Table 3)
 The indications to start ICS at low, moderate and
high doses (Tables 4 and 5) which is also mirrored
in the Japanese guidelines [51]
 The evidence for use of ICS in an acute asthma
exacerbation (mirrored in the guidelines of the
Canadian Thoracic Society [52, 53] and Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) [54].
Of all the guidelines, only that of the SIGN [54] mentions a recommended ICS dosing frequency of twice-daily
rather than once-daily, for reasons of superior efficacy.
The other guidelines make no recommendations regarding dosing frequency.
In general, the consensus is the need to establish the
diagnosis of asthma. In cases where this is unclear (such
as in preschool children) and other known causes such
as chronic infection, a therapeutic 2–3 month-long trial
of low-dose ICS appropriate to age and formulation type
can be initiated to assess the response of symptoms to
this treatment.
Low-dose daily ICS is the first-line controller therapy
for mild persistent asthma. None of the guidelines espouse
intermittent ICS as an option; this is borne out by a recent
meta-analysis [61] in children aged 1 year and older with

Small-particle ICS in children

Amirav et al [63] has described the differences in the airways and air flow between infants, older children, and
adults. The importance of mass median aerodynamic
diameter of delivered aerosol particles to children – specifically, small particles may improve lung deposition
and thus, efficacy – was described theoretically as well
as summarized from existing in-vitro and in-vivo studies.
The limitation of these studies was the absence of an invivo, comparative study on the efficacy of small-particle
ICS on asthma control. van Aalderen et al [64] recently
demonstrated better asthma control and lower severe
exacerbation rates in a matched retrospective cohort
analyses of children aged 5–11 years, when using smallparticle beclomethasone dipropionate hydrofluoroalkane

Table 3 ICS doses by formulation and age
Drug

Daily dose ug (age ≤ 5 years)
a

Daily dose ug (age 6–11 year)

Daily dose ug (age ≥ 12 years)

Low

Low

Medium

High

Low

Medium

High

Betamethasone Dipropionate (CFC)

-

100–200

>200–400

>400

200–500

>500–1000

>1000

Betamethasone Dipropionate (HFA)

100

50–100

>100–200

>200

100–200

>200–400

>400

Budesonide (pMDI + spacer)

200

-

-

-

-

-

-

Budesonide (DPI)

-

100–200

>200–400

>400

200–400

>400–800

>800

Ciclesonide

160

80

>80–160

>160

80–160

>160–320

>320

Fluticasone propionate (DPI)

-

100–200

>200–400

>400

100–250

>250–500

>500

Fluticasone propionate (HFA)

100

100–200

>200–500

>500

100–250

>250–500

>500

Mometasone furoate

Not studied below 4 years

110

220–<440

≥440

110–220

>220–440

>400

Triamcinolone acetonide

Not studied

400–800

>800–1200

>1200

400–1000

>1000–2000

>2000

HFA hydrofluoroalkane propellant
a
A low daily dose is defined as the dose that has not been associated with clinical adverse effects in trials that included measures of safety
Modified from GINA 2015 [3]
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Table 4 Indications for initial controller therapy in children aged 6 years and above
Presenting symptoms

Preferred initial controller (Strength of evidence)

Infrequent asthma symptoms, but has one or more risk factors for exacerbations (see below)

Low dose ICS (Evidence D)

Asthma symptoms or need for SABA between twice a month and twice a week; or patient
wakes due to asthma one or more times a month

Low dose ICS (Evidence B)

Asthma symptoms or need for SABA more than twice a week

Low dose ICS (Evidence A)

Troublesome asthma symptoms most days; or waking due to asthma once a week or more,
especially if any risk factors exist (see below)

Moderate/high dose ICS (Evidence A), or
Low dose ICS/LABA (Evidence A)#

Initial asthma presentation is with severely uncontrolled asthma, or with an acute exacerbation

Short course of oral corticosteroids AND start
regular controller treatment:
- High dose ICS (Evidence A), or
- Moderate dose ICS/LABA (Evidence D)#

Risk Factors for Exacerbations:
Uncontrolled asthma symptoms
High SABA use (with increased mortality if > one 200-dose canister per month)
Inadequate ICS (not prescribed ICS; poor adherence; incorrect inhaler technique)
Low FEV1, especially if <60 % predicted
Major psychological or socioeconomic problems
Exposures: Smoking; allergen exposure if sensitized
Comorbidities: obesity; rhinosinusitis; confirmed food allergy
Sputum or blood eosinophilia
Pregnancy
Ever intubated on in intensive care for asthma
At least one severe exacerbation in the last 12 months
Risk factors for developing fixed airflow limitation:
Lack of ICS treatment
Exposures: tobacco smoke; noxious chemicals; occupational exposures
Low FEV1; chronic mucus hypersecretion; sputum or blood eosinophilia
Legend:
LABA long acting beta2-agonist, SABA short acting beta2-agonist
# = not recommended in children aged 6–11 years
Evidence A – data from randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses, rich body of data
Evidence B - data from randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses, limited data
Evidence C – data from nonrandomized trials/observational studies
Evidence D – panel consensus judgment
Modified from GINA 2015 [3]

compared to fluticasone propionate, in both initiation as
well as step-up therapy. When a higher dose of smallparticle beclomethasone was compared to addition of
LABA as step-up therapy for asthma control, outcomes
were generally similar, though the use of short-acting
beta-agonists (SABA) was lower in the small-particle
beclomethasone group. Among the limitations of this
study was the lack of information on side effects, such
as growth, which would be a potential concern in the
cohort using higher doses of ICS.
Role of long acting ẞ2 agonists and leukotriene receptor
antagonists in initiation of controller therapy

In a meta-analysis that compared initiation of LABA/ICS,
versus ICS of the same dose in steroid-naïve adults and
children aged 6 years and above for asthma control, the
LABA/ICS group had slight reduction in symptoms
and rescue β2-agonist use but there was no difference
to exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids or rate
of hospital admissions [65].
Various clinical trials [66–71] have demonstrated that
ICS is superior to LTRA as monotherapy for asthma

control; most of these studies were in children aged 6
years and older, with the exception of Szefler et al. [67]
who demonstrated the superiority of ICS over LTRA in
children aged 2–8 years. In contrast, in a large retrospective cohort study in children aged 4–17 years, LTRA
appeared to be as effective as ICS upon initiation for
asthma control. The authors acknowledged that this
result could have been confounded by the ICS group
having had more severe asthma at baseline [71].
The use of Budesonide/Formoterol as a single-inhaler
therapy (SiT; also known as Symbicort Maintenance and
Reliever Therapy SMART) for asthma control as well as
as-needed relief is licensed and has been advocated in
patients 12 years and above. A Cochrane meta-analysis
[72] concluded that SiT was superior to fixed-dose combination inhalers in terms of reducing the number of exacerbations requiring oral steroids, hospitalizations and
emergency room visits, whilst using a lower mean daily
dose of ICS. In terms of reducing exacerbations, SiT
proved superior to the other treatment groups: fixed-dose
budesonide/formoterol with as-needed terbutaline, and
four-times-as-high daily ICS dose (320micrograms of
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Table 5 Indications for initial low-dose ICS controller therapy in
children aged 5 years and below
Indication to start low-dose ICS:
Symptom pattern consistent with asthma (Box 1) and asthma symptoms
not well-controlled (Box 2), or at least 3 exacerbations per year
OR
Symptom pattern not consistent with asthma, but wheezing episodes
occur frequently (e.g. every 6–8 weekly)
BOX 1: Features suggesting a diagnosis of asthma in children 5 years
and younger
Feature

Characteristics suggesting asthma

Cough

Recurrent or persistent nonproductive cough that may be worse
at night or accompanied by some
wheezing and breathing difficulties
Cough occurring with exercise,
laughing, crying or exposure to
tobacco smoke in the absence of an
apparent respiratory infection

Wheezing

Recurrent wheezing, including sleep
or with triggers such as activity,
laughing, crying or exposure to
tobacco smoke or air pollution

Difficult or heavy
breathing or
shortness of breath

Occurring with exercise, laughing or
crying

Reduced activity

Not running, playing or laughing at
the same intensity as other children;
tires earlier during walks (wants to be
carried)

Past or family history

Other allergic disease (atopic
dermatitis or allergic rhinitis)
Asthma in first-degree relatives

Therapeutic trial with
low dose ICS and
as-needed SABA

Clinical improvement during 2–3
months of controller treatment and
worsening when treatment is stopped

BOX 2: GINA assessment of asthma control in children 5 years and younger
Symptoms in the last 4 weeks

Daytime asthma symptoms
for more than a few minutes,
more than once a week

Level of control
Well
Partly
controlled controlled

Uncontrolled

None

3–4 of these

1–2 of
these

Any activity limitation due
to asthma (Runs/plays less
than other children, tires easily
when walking/playing)
Reliever medication (excludes
reliever taken before exercise)
needed more than once a week
Any night waking or night
coughing due to asthma
Legend:
SABA short acting beta2-agonist
Evidence A – data from randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses,
rich body of data
Evidence B – data from randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses,
limited data
Evidence C – data from nonrandomized trials/observational studies
Evidence D – panel consensus judgment
modified from GINA 2015 [3]
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budesonide) with as-needed terbutaline. In addition,
growth was superior in the SiT group compared to the
higher-dose budesonide group [73, 74].
In summary, for initiation, ICS is preferable to LTRA
as monotherapy, with no significant difference between
LABA/ICS versus ICS of the same dose. Among the
options for LABA/ICS, SiT seems promising, but more
studies need to be conducted in children less than 12
years of age.
Step-up controller therapy

In a meta-analysis that compared the addition of LABA
to ICS versus ICS of the same dose in adults and
children aged 4 years and above with persistent asthma,
revealed that LABA/ICS was superior to same-dose ICS
alone in markers of lung function. For the whole group,
LABA/ICS was also superior to a higher ICS dose in
terms of peak expiratory flow and growth rate. However,
in children aged 4–18 years (mean 10 years), there was a
higher risk of hospitalization and of exacerbations
requiring oral steroids in the LABA/ICS compared to
higher ICS dose, but this did not reach statistical significance; the authors urged that further studies in this area
are needed [75]. A more recent clinical trial showed no
difference between salmeterol-fluticasone compared to a
double dose of fluticasone in children aged 6–16 years
with symptomatic asthma despite the double-dose group
receiving 200 micrograms twice daily of fluticasone
propionate [76].
Another meta-analysis that compared addition of LTRA
to ICS, compared to ICS of the same or higher dose, was
limited by the few trials available, with data available only
in children aged 6 years and above [77]. Three trials compared LTRA + ICS to ICS of the same dose, with no significant clinical benefit of the addition of LTRA. Only one
triple-crossover trial in children aged 6–17 years compared LTRA + ICS to a higher dose of ICS, again with no
difference in hospitalizations or need for oral steroids
observed between the two groups. Most significant in that
same study was the finding that LABA + ICS was superior
to LTRA + ICS; the authors used a composite endpoint
comprising less need for oral prednisone, better asthma
control or superior FEV1 but did not show the breakdown
of results for each separate endpoint. This study also
highlighted the importance of follow-up and customizing pharmacotherapy, as there may be a differential
response in children to different options of step-up
therapy [78].
A third meta-analysis that compared LABA to LTRA
as adjunctive therapy supports the use of LABA/ICS
over LTRA as an adjunct, as evidenced by reduction of
exacerbations requiring oral corticosteroids, rescue therapy use, and symptoms; and superior lung function and
quality of life. However, most of the trials included were
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in adults and adolescents; there was a lack of data in
children aged 5 years and below [79].
In summary, LABA/ICS appears superior to ICS or
LTRA as step-up therapy. However, this requires further
study, especially in preschoolers.
Role of ICS in acute asthma exacerbations

The GINA [3] and Canadian [52, 53] guidelines discuss
the benefit of ICS during an acute asthma exacerbation.
Current evidence in children does not support dose
escalation of ICS in patient self-management of an acute
asthma exacerbation. Studies in adults had suggested
early dose escalation of existing ICS to double, or even
four to five times the original, may be of benefit during
an asthma exacerbation [80, 81], but did not significantly
reduce the need for oral corticosteroids [82]. Studies
in children did not demonstrate any reduction in
hospitalization or use of oral corticosteroids, though
there was suggestion of symptomatic improvement with
higher doses of ICS [83–86]. A recent Cochrane review
[87] did not find a significant reduction in the need for
oral corticosteroids in older school-aged children, which
were drawn from the TREXA study; [62] intermittent
ICS did show symptomatic improvement and lower likelihood of requiring oral corticosteroids in preschoolers,
but the authors acknowledged that this was a distinct
group that might not necessarily have long-term asthma.
Given the lack of safety information of very high doses
of ICS in children, especially if administered frequently,
we do not recommend that children be given high doses
of ICS to try to mitigate an acute asthma exacerbation.
The role for ICS in the setting of asthma exacerbations
presenting to the emergency department, is more promising. Edmonds et al [88] that showed that ICS reduced
hospitalizations in acute asthma where patients did not
receive systemic steroids. The addition of ICS to standard asthma treatment that included systemic corticosteroids, also helped prevent hospitalizations. There were
no significant adverse effects from the use of ICS in this
situation. However, there was wide variation in the type
and doses of ICS used, with the most frequent ICS used
being Budesonide at a median dose of 900 micrograms
each, and a median cumulative dose of 2000 micrograms
over up to 6 h. Two, more recent meta-analyses that
compared ICS to systemic corticosteroids in the emergency
department for children presenting with acute asthma
exacerbations, found no difference between ICS and systemic corticosteroids in hospitalization rates [89, 90].
Beckhaus et al [89] also found no difference between
ICS and systemic corticosteroids in the outcomes of unscheduled visits for asthma symptoms (relative risk 9.55;
95 % CI: 0.53–170.52), or need for additional courses of
systemic corticosteroids (relative risk 1.45; 95 % CI:
0.28–7.62). However, there was significant heterogeneity
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between the primary studies including route, type and
dose of ICS; and these additional results had extremely
wide confidence intervals.
In conclusion, there is insufficient evidence to recommend that ICS can replace systemic corticosteroids in
the emergency department attendance for a child with
an acute asthma exacerbation.
Future needs in research

Small-particle ICS and SiT represent two promising
approaches that warrant further study. Small-particle
ICS appears superior to LABA/ICS in both initiation
and step-up therapy, but this inference is restricted to a
single retrospective cohort analysis, and a single comparator (fluticasone propionate); prospective randomized controlled studies are required. SiT may be ideal
when considering LABA/ICS, both in terms of evidence
as well as convenience, but it is licensed and studied
mainly in children 12 years and older; promising results
in younger children should be substantiated with further study.

Methods of ICS delivery
Inhaled medications are only effective if they are used
properly. The correct use of an inhaler device delivers
the medication right to the lungs insuring a better
response. The proper inhalation technique is not followed
by most of asthma individuals. By training and practice,
one can learn and adhere to proper inhalation techniques
and practice.
Choosing the appropriate device

Currently available devices for delivering inhaled medications include jet nebulizers, ultrasonic nebulizers,
metered dose inhalers (MDIs) with and without a spacer
device, and dry powder inhalers (DPIs). An important
factor is the cooperation between the child and caregiver. Jet nebulizers may be more easy to use in infants
and toddlers as they need no active cooperation. With
the improvement of cooperation throughout childhood,
MDIs with holding chambers and masks should be used.
Finally, MDIs with holding chambers or DPIs can be
used in fully cooperative older children and adolescents.
To date, there is no ideal device for delivering inhaled
medications. Characteristics for the perfect device include reproducible dose delivery to the lungs across a
wide range of inspiratory flows; this is important due to
the uneven inspiratory rate by children. The optimum
size of the particles (2–5 microns) is necessary to
optimize drug delivery. Particles larger than 10 microns
deposit in the oropharynx, particles 5–10 microns deposit in the trachea and large bronchi, and particles less
than one micron are exhaled. Other desirable characteristics include ease of use, portability, and the availability
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of dose counters. There is capacity of dispensing single
dose by DPIs, but multiple dose capacity devices are also
used [54, 59].
Infants and young children (below 5 years of age) represent a unique subpopulation with significant difficulties and challenges for aerosol delivery due to peculiar
anatomic, physiological, and emotional factors. Infants
are obligate nose breathers and this may lead to less
effective lung deposition of aerosols and particles. They
also fail to hold their breath leading to exhalation of a
great proportion of the inhaled medication. Crying is another important factor that may cause deposition of the
drug in the upper respiratory tract and affect the seal between the mask and face [91]. Even a 1-cm gap between
the mask and the face may reduce the dose delivered to
the respiratory tract by 50 % [92] It was suggested that
large-particle corticosteroid aerosols are not likely to be
effective in infants and young children [91] and that
small particles may offer better lung deposition [63, 64].
Data comparing different inhalation devices

A systematic review was conducted to determine the
clinical effectiveness of pressurized MDIs with or without spacer compared with other hand held inhaler devices for the delivery of corticosteroids in stable asthma.
Twenty four randomized controlled trials were included.
There was no evidence pertaining to the effectiveness of
alternative inhaler devices (DPIs, breath actuated pressurized MDIs, or hydrofluoroalkane pressurized MDIs)
when compared to the pressurized MDIs for delivery of
inhaled corticosteroids. Hence, in the first line delivery
devices pressurized MDIs remain the most cost effective
[93]. A Cochrane systematic review assessed the efficacy
and safety of inhaled corticosteroids delivered via
nebulizer versus holding chamber for the treatment of
chronic asthma. The only double-blinded study included
revealed that high dose of budesonide delivered by the
particular nebulizer was more effective than budesonide
1600 ug delivered via a large volume spacer [94].
There was equal efficacy, acceptable safety and tolerability profile when beclomethasone dipropionate (BDP)
suspension for nebulization 3000–4000 μg day-1 given via
a nebulizer was compared with BDP spray 1500–2000 μg
day-1 given via a metered dose inhaler in steroiddependent adult patients with moderate to severe asthma
[95]. The results from another study attested to the efficiency of jet-nebulized budesonide suspension and indicated that nebulized budesonide is equipotent to standard
budesonide therapy delivered by pressurized metered dose
inhaler, provided nebulization is synchronized with inspiration and no loss of aerosol occurs during expiration [96].
On the other hand, a randomized placebo-controlled
study compared the relative lung delivery of fluticasone
propionate (FP), using adrenal suppression as a surrogate
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for the respirable dose, when administered via large
volume spacer or nebulizer in healthy adults. The spacer produced about a sevenfold higher relative lung
dose than the nebulizer. The authors suggested that
very little of the labeled nebulized dose is actually respirable [97]. In a double-blind cross-over study, 40
children with childhood asthma were randomized to
receive 400 micrograms BDP as aerosol or powder.
The peak flow performance in the morning was more
benefited in the aerosol group with severe asthma.
However there was no difference in evening peak flow
and symptom scores [98].
In the short-term treatment of mild to moderate
asthma in children, BDP delivered by Clickhaler was a
well-tolerated and therapeutically equivalent alternative
to BDP delivered by a conventional MDI plus spacer
[99]. A randomized cross over study showed that in
3- to 4-year-old children, budesonide dose delivery was
higher and/or more consistent from the pMDI Nebuhaler
than from the Turbuhaler [100]. One hundred thirty seven
patients received FP 250 μg twice daily from a Diskus
inhaler and 140 received budesonide 600 μg twice daily
from a Turbuhaler inhaler for 4 weeks. The Diskus
inhaler was generally rated more highly by patients
than the Turbuhaler [101].
The electrostatic and non electrostatic properties of
metal inhalers also regulate the amount of inhalation.
There is greater delivery of aerosol to the mouth by the
metal valved holding chamber (VHC) having non electrostatic properties compared to the plastic polypropylene VHC. In young children, when budesonide was used
(400 ug/day) under real life conditions, the metal VHC
was not associated with greater hypothalamus pituitary
axis (HPA) suppression [102]. The metal VHC was not
more effective than the Aero Chamber despite a greater
total dose delivered to the mouth [103].
The type of spacer did not influence the state of
asthma control in 141 patients 5–57 months old but the
parents’ preference made a difference in choice [104].
There was improved perception by parents of their
children’s asthma control by better Pediatric Asthma
Caregiver’s Quality of Life (PACQLQ) scores when the
valved holding chamber has been enhanced to include a
Flow-Vu inspiratory flow indicator that provides visual
inhalation feedback during use although there was no
actual change in asthma control [105]. A recent trial
demonstrated that Salmeterol/fluticasone combination
given through the breath actuated inhaler (BAI) produces comparable efficacy and safety endpoints as
metered dose inhaler. Additionally, BAI was more preferred by patients compared to conventional MDI [106].
This shows that there is individual preference in choosing the inhaler device that could be an influential factor
in decision making by the health care professional.
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In summary, age and cooperation between the child
and caregiver are important determinants of effective inhalation therapy. Other important factors include the
particle size, device portability, and the availability of
dose counters. Due to the relatively flat dose–response
relationship in asthma, significant benefit in terms of
symptom and lung function improvement is usually seen
at low to moderate doses of different ICS.

Adverse effects of ICS
Adverse effects resulting from the use of ICS are often
underestimated in daily clinical practice. Although ICS
treatment is generally considered safe in children, the
potential adverse effects related to its regular use have
been and continue to be a matter of concern. ICS are reported to cause some local and systemic adverse effects
[107] (Table 6). This seems to be dose-dependent being
most common in individuals receiving high dose ICS
with or without oral corticosteroids (OCS).
Local adverse effects

Relatively few studies sought to evaluate local side
effects of ICS as they are generally viewed as minor
complications of therapy. Nevertheless, approximately
5–10 % of subjects treated with ICSs report adverse
effects in the oral cavity. The local effects can be clinically significant, affect patient quality of life, and hinder
compliance with therapy [108–110]. Local deposition of
glucocorticoids is, thus, an important risk factor for oropharyngeal candidiasis [111, 112].
A meta-analysis revealed that the ICS MDI device was
associated with a 5-fold greater risk of oral candidiasis
versus MDI placebo (OR, 5.40). In contrast, the ICS DPI
device had a 3-fold greater risk for oral candidiasis
Table 6 Potential local and systemic side effects of inhaled
corticosteroids
Local

Systemic

Pharyngitis

Suppressed HPA-axis function
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versus DPI placebo (OR, 3.24). A similar trend was observed with regard to dysphonia. Both ICS MDI and
DPI were associated with an approximately 2-fold greater
risk of pharyngitis compared with placebo [113].
Oral candidiasis

Oropharyngeal candidiasis clinically presents as white
soft plaques that leave a painful erythematous, eroded,
or ulcerated surface. Common sites are the buccal mucosa, oropharynx, and lateral aspects of tongue. Patients
may complain of tenderness, burning, and dysphagia
once the pseudo-membrane gets disrupted [112, 114].
The mechanism of oral candidiasis induced by ICS
remains obscure. Predictive factors identified by multivariate logistic regression were higher daily dose of ICS
and concomitant use of OCS [115].
Inhaled fluticasone use and dysphonia were reported
in association with posterior pharyngeal candidiasis at
bronchoscopy even in the absence of clinically overt oral
involvement [116]. Isolated Candida was significantly
greater in patients with oral symptoms than asymptomatic
patients [117].
Esophageal candidiasis was reported with the use of
dry powder budesonide which might have favored
esophageal drug deposition [118]. This occurred in an
18-month old girl who received ICS therapy for bronchial asthma who presented with coffee-ground emesis
and melena. The diagnosis was based on the presence of
pseudohyphae in endoscopic biopsy and the identification of candida species by culture [119]. The prevalence
of esophageal candidiasis was 37 % among a group of
Japanese patients treated with inhaled fluticasone propionate, compared to 0.3 % of the control patients. A
reduction in the daily dose eliminated the infection
[120]. Nevertheless; another investigation revealed that
subclinical esophageal and oropharyngeal Candida colonization was statistically comparable between asthma patients on ICS and steroid naive asthmatic controls
suggesting that the risk of esophageal candidiasis due to
ICS is low [121].

Dysphonia

Adrenal crisis (with insufficiency)

Reflex cough

Suppressed growth velocity

Bronchospasm

Decreased lower-leg length

Dysphonia

Oropharyngeal candidiasis

Reduced bone mineral density

Rachelefsky et al. [113] analyzed data from 23 studies
published from 1966 through 2004 and noted that ICS
at all dosages was associated with a 5.2-fold greater risk
of dysphonia as compared with placebo. Causes of dysphonia associated with ICS therapy have been poorly
investigated, and the origins of dysphonia may have
multiple confounding factors. It may likely result from
deposition of active ICS in the oropharynx during inhalation resulting in chemical inflammation [122, 123].
Candidiasis of the larynx was infrequently observed in
patients with voice complaints after ICS therapy [124].

Suppressed HPA-axis function
Bone fractures
Osteoporosis
Skin thinning
Skin bruising
Cataracts
Glaucoma
Modified from Dahl R [107]
HPA-axis hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis
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Using the lowest effective dosage of ICS and administering it with a spacer may decrease oropharyngeal
deposition of inhaled aerosols. After using a spacer, it
must be washed with tap water and allowed to air dry.
Patients should be instructed to rinse the mouth, gargle,
and wash the face after inhalation [125]. Switching to
another ICS was also suggested [126].

Other local complications

Xerostomia may associate inhalation therapy and is clinically presented as oral fissuring, ulceration, and epithelial atrophy. As a consequence of diminished salivary
flow, food retention and an acidic environment is encouraged. This in turn encourages the growth of aciduric
bacteria and dental caries [112]. Caries was detected in
mixed or permanent dentition of children receiving various forms of inhalation therapy [125, 126]. However, the
causal relationship to ICS in particular and long-term
effects have yet to be established.
Inhaled drugs in general can also alter the taste perception due to interaction of drug metabolite and saliva,
or secondary to xerostomia and/or candidiasis [112].
Halitosis and gingivitis could also happen due to oral infections and xerostomia [127, 128]. Mouth breathing
habit in these patients further increases gingivitis due to
dehydration of the alveolar mucosa [112].
Immediate mouth washing after inhalation was found
to be most useful for prevention of oral complications
and the amount of drugs removed by mouth washing
is significantly associated with the time lag between inhalation and mouth washing [129].

Systemic adverse effects
Growth delay

Asthma as a chronic disease by itself has growthsuppressing effects probably due to growth-suppressing
influence of endogenous cytokines and glucocorticoids
produced in response to illness and inflammation and
this can confound studies of the effect of ICS on growth.
Any resulting delay in the growth process is associated
with delays in pubertal development and pronounced
growth deceleration in late childhood [130]. Normal
childhood growth can be divided conceptually into three
phases according to primary growth-supporting factors:
nutrition-dependent growth of infancy, growth hormone
(GH)-dependent childhood growth, and sex steroid/
GH stimulation of pubertal growth. Susceptibility to
glucocorticoid-induced growth suppression appears to
increase during periods of transition from one phase
to another, particularly in the immediate prepubertal
years [131]. The effect of ICS on growth velocity and
final adult height has been a subject of debate.
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Table 7 displays some studies that sought to investigate this adverse effect [132–141]. Growth suppression
was considered both a sensitive and relatively specific indicator of systemic corticosteroid effect. Regular use of
ICS at low or medium daily doses was associated with a
mean reduction of 0.48 cm/year in linear growth velocity
and a 0.61-cm change from baseline in height during a
one-year treatment period in children with mild to moderate persistent asthma [142]. An evidence-based analysis revealed that there is ICS dose-dependent reduction
in growth velocity in prepubescent school-aged children
with mild to moderate persistent asthma whatever the
ICS molecule (mometasone, ciclesonide or fluticasone)
consumed [143]. Flunisolide hydrofluoroalkane has not
been associated with reduced growth velocity in a 12
month study [138]. In a randomized controlled trial on
4–9 year old children, one year of treatment with a daily
dose of 200 μg of mometasone furoate DPI in the morning resulted in some changes in growth velocity when
compared with placebo [139].
The effect of childhood ICS use on final adult height is
conflicting [129]. The Childhood Asthma Management
Program (CAMP) trial is the only prospective study that
was started at childhood and followed the subjects to
adulthood. Although the attained height was not a primary objective of this trial, the height was monitored
regularly, frequently, and precisely with a stadiometer
[144]. A larger daily dose of inhaled glucocorticoid in
the first 2 years was associated with a lower adult height
(−0.1 cm for each microgram per kilogram of body
weight; p = 0.007) [140]. Loke et al. [145] recently noted
a slight reduction of about one cm in final adult height
which when interpreted in the context of average adult
height in England represented a 0.7 % reduction compared to non-ICS users.
In spite of these measurable effects of ICS on the linear growth, it is important to recall that the safety profile
of all ICS preparations, which focus anti-inflammatory
effects on the lung, is markedly better than the oral glucocorticoids [130]. Published data support growth
retardation, not suppression, in adult heights of children who were treated with ICSs; however, the effect is
sustained and not cumulative [146]. Furthermore, it is
unknown if the reductions in growth represent a permanent effect or a temporary 1- to 2-year slowing in
growth velocity. ICS induced growth suppression seems
to be maximal during the first year of therapy and less
pronounced in subsequent years of treatment. However,
physicians prescribing ICS to children should be aware
of this possibility and carefully monitor linear growth
[147]. Additional studies are needed to better characterize the ICS molecule dependency of growth suppression, particularly with newer molecules (mometasone,
ciclesonide).
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Table 7 Summary of some studies on the effect of inhaled corticosteroids on linear growth
Authors

Subjects number
(age)

Study duration

Study type

ICS used

Control
treatment

Outcome

van Bever
et al. [132]

42 (5–18 years)

Variable

Retrospective

Beclomethasone
dipropionate

NA

Final adult Ht comparable between
ICS and control groups. However,
difference between adult Ht and
target Ht greater in ICS group.

Inoue et al.
[133]

61 (6–17 years)

Adult Ht recorded
at 20 year

Retrospective

Beclomethasone
dipropionate
300–800 ug/day

NA

Unaffected mean difference in adult
Ht between ICS and control group
(0.14, 95 % CI-0.38–0.65).

Skoner et al.
[134]

670 (0.5–8 years)

One yr

DBRCT

Budesonide
500–1000 ug/day

Theophylline; Growth reduction 0.84 cm (95 % CI
Beta-2 agonist; 1.51–0.17) in ICS group than placebo
Cromolyn

Agertoft and
142 (3–14 years)
Pedersen [135]

13 years

Prospective

Budenoside
110–877 ug/day

NA

Pauwels et al.
[136]

7241 (5–66 years)

Three yr

Prospective
DBRCT

Budesonide
Placebo
400 μg/day for
adults and 200 ug
for children
< 11 year

In children < 11 years, growth
was reduced in the ICS group
by 1.34 cm. The reduction was
greatest in the first year of treatment
(0.58 cm) than years 2 and 3 (0.43
cm and 0.33 cm, respectively).

Stefanovic et
al. [137]

28 (1.5–4.3 years)

One yr

Prospective
(no control
group)

Fluticasone
propionate
100–200 ug/day

NA

No effect on linear growth or on the
HPA-axis.

Bensch et al.
[138]

218 (4–10 year)

One yr

Prospective
DBRCT

Flunisolide
340 μg/day

Placebo

Mean growth velocity [6.01 ± 1.84 cm/
52 weeks] for ICS was comparable to
placebo [6.19 ± 1.30 cm/52 weeks]
(P = 0.425).

Skoner et al.
[139]

187 (4–9 years)

1.25 years

Prospective
RCT

Mometasone
furoate 100 or
200 ug/day

Placebo

A total daily dose of 100 μg had no
effect, whereas 200 μg led to some
changes in growth velocity as
compared to placebo.

Kelly et al.
[140]

943 from CAMP
Study

4–6 years. Adult
Ht recorded at
24.9 ± 2.7 years

Prospective
RCT

Budesonide
400 μg/day

Nedocromil
or placebo

1.2 cm reduction of adult Ht in the
ICS group compared to placebo. A
larger daily dose in the first 2 years
led to a lower adult Ht (-0.1 cm for
each ug per Kg body Wt.

Protudjer
et al. [141]

2746 from a
population-based
birth cohort

12 years. Ht
recorded at 8 and
12 years

Prospective

Variable

Variable

Asthmatics using ICS were 1.28
(95 % CI 0.62–1.95) shorter than
those not using ICS. No consistent
association between asthma and
pubertal staging.

Unaffected adult Ht (mean
final minus predicted 0.31 cm
(95 % CI 0.6–1.2).

ICS inhaled corticosteroids, DBRCT double blind randomized controlled trial, RCT randomized controlled trial, NA data not available

Adrenal insufficiency

Adrenal suppression (AS) due to exposure of the HPA
axis to exogenous glucocorticoids is the most common
cause of secondary adrenal insufficiency (AI). This is a
well-recognized complication of most forms of steroid
therapy (e.g., oral, inhaled, parenteral, or intranasal)
[148]. ICS at high doses and long duration appear to be
a significant independent risk factor for AI [149, 150].
Also, changing the type of ICS or reducing the dose
could potentially trigger AI [151–153]. Adrenal insufficiency may cause a spectrum of presentations varying
from vague symptoms of fatigue to potentially life
threatening acute adrenal crises [148]. Characteristic

hyperpigmentation of the skin and orthostatic hypotension usually do not occur in secondary AI [154].
HPA deficiency and AS have been considered rare in
children receiving low or medium dose ICS for a short
period of time [150]. Schwartz et al. [155], noted that 14
children out of 93 cases of symptomatic AI that were
reported in PubMed were in fact using a moderate dose
of 500 mcg or less/day of fluticasone propionate. They,
therefore, recommended that pre-adolescent children
who are receiving 400 mcg or more of fluticasone
propionate or equivalent per day should be quarterly
tested for HPA axis suppression. A Cohort study by
Smith et al. [156] determined the prevalence of HPA axis
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suppression to be 9.3 % of 214 children using ICS. They
concluded that children on low to moderate doses of
ICS were still at risk of HPA axis suppression.
Screening for adrenal suppression was recommended
in children taking high dose ICS (≥500 μg/day of fluticasone propionate or equivalent; ≥400 μg/day under
age 12) for more than 6 months as well as considering
screening in those on medium dose (251–500 μg/day
of FP or equivalent; 201–400 μg/day under age 12)
when there is concomitant use of nasal and topical
corticosteroids, recent or frequent short courses OCS,
high level of adherence to therapy, or smaller body
mass for age [150]. Other indications for screening
may include patients with symptoms suggestive of AS
regardless of ICS dose, concomitant use of drugs that
increases the bioavailability of ICS such as ritonavir or
ketoconazole, recurrent respiratory infections with slow
recovery, any planned surgical procedure, unexplained
hypoglycemia, gastroenteritis, chronic nausea and
vomiting, dehydration, heat stress, or any condition
where AI might result in acute adrenal crisis [148].
Morning serum cortisol level can be used as a screening
tool and abnormal results should be confirmed with lowdose ACTH stimulation tests [150]. Scalp hair cortisol
was suggested as a non-invasive biomarker of HPA suppression and a sensitive tool for monitoring adherence
to ICS. Its median level was found lower in 10 asthmatic children treated with ICS as compared to a
healthy control group [157]. Again, hair cortisol levels
of 18 asthmatic children were two fold lower compared
with the period of no ICS use [158]. Salivary cortisol is
increasingly used to assess patients with suspected
hypo- and hypercortisolism. Measurement of salivary
cortisol and cortisone responses offers an alternative to
those of serum cortisol during a synacthen test in the
investigation of adrenal hypofunction due to the ease of
collection and independence of binding proteins allowing for determination of the free hormone [159–161].
In case of AI, oral physiologic corticosteroid replacement therapy should be prescribed and written instructions for stress corticosteroid dosing should be provided
until the adrenal suppression resolves. The use of a
medical identification tag is also advisable [150].
It should be kept in mind that adding a nasal steroid
to ICS could increase the risk of systemic side effects
[162]. Table 8 displays some published data on ICSinduced AI in children.

Effect on bone mineral accretion

Corticosteroids have adverse effects on function and
survival of osteoblasts and osteocytes, and with the
prolongation of osteoclast survival, induce metabolic
bone disease [163]. Overall, existing data suggest that
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the relationship between ICS use and bone mineral
density (BMD) in children is conflicting and confounded by numerous other variables [164]. The conflict is probably due to various study designs, duration
of use, outcome measures, and population demographics of research trials [165].
There is some concern that prolonged treatment with
high doses of ICS reduces bone mass in prepubertal
asthmatic children [166–168]. In children aged 4 to 17
years, the relative risk for a non-vertebral fracture appeared to increase with larger daily doses of ICS, with a
relative risk of 1.1 for an average beclomethasone dose
of less than 200 μg/day, 1.2 for doses of 201–400 μg/day,
and 1.3 for doses greater than 400 μg/day. However, the
excess risk disappeared after adjusting for markers of
asthma severity, suggesting that the observed effect
might result partially from the respiratory disease rather
than ICS use alone [169]. The CAMP study group
reported that no significant differences in BMD were
noted between budesonide, nedocromil or placebo therapy [144]. In a follow up study for a median of 7 years of
children with mild to moderate asthma initially randomized into the CAMP trial, cumulative ICS use was associated with a small decrease in bone mineral accretion
in males not females, but with no increased risk of
osteopenia. The authors concluded that this effect on
BMD is outweighed by the ability to reduce the amount
of OCS used [170].
Another study of asthmatic children receiving long-term,
high-dose fluticasone propionate (average 771.2 μg/d)
showed no significant changes in bone metabolism or
BMD compared with control subjects [171]. A similar conclusion was observed by Gregson et al. [172] in children
with moderate-to-severe asthma treated with fluticasone propionate (200 μg/d) or beclomethasone dipropionate (400 μg/d) for 82 weeks. Some drugs may
potentiate the effect of ICS on bone including the
highly active anti-retroviral drug ritonavir [173] and the
antifungal drug ketoconazole [147] due to the potential
for increasing the serum levels of ICS.
Corticosteroid use and worsening airflow limitation
are associated with lower Vitamin D serum levels in
asthmatic patients. Vitamin D supplementation might
potentiate anti-inflammatory function of corticosteroids
in asthmatic patients and thereby improve asthma control [174]. A significant inverse association was reported
between vitamin D levels and the use of ICS in some
populations [175].
The risk of osteopenia and osteoporosis seems negligible in patients receiving low to moderate dose ICS
treatment, especially in the absence of co-existent conditions that affect bone mineral accretion. Those receiving
high dose ICS with intermittent systemic steroids such as
patients with poorly controlled asthma are particularly
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Table 8 Some reports of ICS-induced adrenal insufficiency in children and adolescents
Reference

Methodology

Findings

Todd et al. [151]

Low dose corticotropin test

A child presented with acute adrenal crisis after shift from
fluticasone 1000 μg to budesonide 800 μg/day.

Gupta et al. [234]

Serum cortisol and tetracosactrin test

800 ug/day of BDP for 6 months led to subclinical HPA-axis
suppression in one out of 7 children.

Drake et al. [235]

Standard short corticotropin test

Case series of 4 children on fluticasone ≥500 μg daily who
presented with adrenal crises secondary to adrenal
suppression.

Dunlop et al. [152]

Standard short corticotropin test

Case report of a 5 month old infant presenting with acute
adrenal crisis secondary to reducing budesonide dose.

Todd et al. [153]

Variable (Standard short corticotropin test, glucagon
stimulation test, decreased serum cortisol response to critical
illness)

Based on surveys of doctors in the UK, 28 cases of adrenal
crises in children and in adults. AI contributed to a death in
one pediatric case.

Todd et al. [236]

Variable (Standard short corticotropin test, baseline serum
ACTH levels)

Case series of 3 children and one adult who had adrenal
crises secondary to change of ICS.

Macdessi et al. [237]

Standard short corticotropin test

Three children had adrenal crises secondary to high dose
fluticasone >500 μg daily.

Santiago et al. [238]

Standard short corticotropin test

Case report of a 7 year old child on 220 μg daily who
presented with acute adrenal crisis.

Skoner et al. [139]

Serum and 12 h urinary cortisol

Effects of several examined doses of mometasone furoate on
cortisol levels were similar to the placebo group.

Schwartz et al. [155]

Variable (early morning basal cortisol, standard short
corticotropin test, 24 h urinary cortisol)

14 children had secondary adrenal suppression with <500 μg
daily fluticasone.

Smith et al. [156]

Morning serum cortisol and low dose ACTH stimulation test

Cohort study: 43 of 214 children had low early morning
serum cortisol; 20 of whom had confirmed HPA suppression
with low dose ACTH stimulation testing.

Zollner et al. [239]

Variable (Fasting morning serum cortisol, basal cortisol,
metyrapone testing)

91 out of 143 asthmatic children had a subclinical degree of
HPA axis dysfunction.

Allen et al. [240]

24 h serum and urinary cortisol at baseline and on day 42

Inhaled fluticasone furoate/vilanterol did not affect HPA axis
in adolescents or adults.

Cavkaytar et al. [241]

Morning serum cortisol and low-dose ACTH stimulation test

HPA axis suppression in 7.7 % of a group of children taking
ICS even at moderate doses.

Modified from Sannarangappa and Jalleh [148]
AI adrenal insufficiency, HPA-axis hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis, ICS inhaled corticosteroids

vulnerable to developing ICS induced bone disease
[163, 165]. Impairment of BMD as a result of HPA-axis
suppression from long-term high-dose ICS use also requires further study [164]. Nutritional supplementation
(e.g. calcium and vitamin D) should blunt the effects of
ICS on bone mineral density. Also, ICS therapy should
always aim to reach the lowest effective dose that gives
asthma control [176].
Effect on immunity

Several studies assessed the effects of high dose ICS on
cell mediated immunity by using delayed type hypersensitivity skin testing as the measure of impaired cellular
immunity and did not find any impairment compared
with asthmatics on medications other than ICS [177] or
healthy subjects [178]. The prolonged use of low dose
ICS in asthmatic children has not been shown to affect
cell mediated immunity either [179]. On the other hand,
some recent studies have reported the association
between ICS therapy and increased risk of pneumonia in

adult COPD patients [180, 181]. Also, some case reports
have suggested that ICS may aggravate tuberculosis (TB)
[182] A nested case–control study from Korea concluded that ICS use increases the risk of TB and that
clinicians should be aware of the possibility of TB
development among patients who are long-term highdose ICS users [183].
It was suggested that combinations of drugs commonly used in asthma therapy inhibit both early proinflammatory cytokines and key aspects of the type I
interferon pathway and may curtail excessive inflammation induced by rhinovirus infections in patients with
asthma, but whether this inhibits viral clearance in vivo
remains to be determined [184]. ICS therapy was also
found to inhibit T-helper 17 mediated immunity which
may be involved in the airway inflammation of allergic
asthma in children [185].
Disseminated varicella infection and increased risk of
herpes zoster were associated with asthma and systemic
corticosteroid therapy in children [186, 187]. However, a
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retrospective cohort study revealed that varicella vaccine
failure and hence chicken pox outbreaks was not associated with asthma or the use of inhaled steroids, but with
the use of oral steroids [188].
Diabetes risk

As with oral corticosteroids, ICS have been associated
with an increased risk of developing diabetes and also
worsening glycemic control in patients with known
diabetes [189, 190]. A large Canadian study looking at a
cohort of adult patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) treated with ICS found an increased
risk of development and progression of diabetes, especially
at high doses [191]. However, a small prospective doubleblind randomized controlled trial (n = 12) found no difference in HbA1c values in patients with known asthma
or COPD and diabetes on inhaled steroids at six weeks
[192]. In children, a cross sectional study revealed a statistically significant elevation of the mean HbA1c value
(5.44 ± 0.75 %) among non-diabetic children with asthma
as compared to the healthy control group (5.14 ± 0.41 %).
However, HbA1c levels did not correlate with the cumulative dose of ICS or time of usage [193].
Despite the paucity of studies in the pediatric age
group, data extrapolated from adult studies would indicate blood glucose monitoring in diabetic children on
ICS therapy. Longitudinal well controlled studies are
warranted in this domain.
Other potential adverse effects of ICS

Ocular complications of glucocorticoids have been a
subject of concern. Although the use of systemic corticosteroids poses an increased risk for cataract, it has
been difficult to establish a similar link to ICS therapy
[107]. Some studies on the effect of ICS on the eyes did
not exclude subjects who had been exposed to oral corticosteroids thus confounding their results [189]. The
risk of subcapsular and nuclear cataract development
related to ICS use seems minimal in asthmatic children,
although it may be greater in older patients. The CAMP
research group studied the development of posterior
subcapsular cataracts associated with long-term budesonide, and only 1 child developed evidence of cataract at
the end of the 6-year study period [144]. Studies on the
association of glaucoma to ICS therapy showed no evidence of a direct link or increased risk of elevation of
intraocular pressure in patients after the initiation of
ICS therapy. However, monitoring of ocular pressure
may be necessary in patients on prolonged ICS therapy
especially the elderly [107].
Oral as well as inhaled steroids cause a reduction in
collagen synthesis by the skin [189]. Thinning of the dermis and increased bruising/purpura have been noted in
patients on high dose ICS but this adverse effect is more
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common in adults [194, 195]. One case report suggested
a link between ICS and acne but no subsequent studies
have analyzed this association [196]. Hypertrichosis was
reported in association with ICS therapy in children.
The time between the start of ICS and the occurrence of
hypertrichosis varied between one month and three
years [197]. Also, hair depigmentation was reported in
an Afro-Caribbean girl. The hypothetical explanation
may comprise direct cytotoxic effect, changes in ground
substance, vasoconstriction, mechanical effects of edema,
or a dysregulation of melanogenesis [198].
It has been difficult to confirm that ICS use is associated
with an increased psychiatric morbidity [189]. A study
conducted in the Netherlands reported alterations in behavior in the pediatric population [199]. Another study in
an adult population suggested that high dose ICS is
negatively associated with mental well being. However,
it was difficult to confirm its relation to ICS rather
than asthma severity [200]. Data from the CAMP
study, showed was greater improvement in the total
score on the Children’s Depression Inventory in the
budesonide group as compared with the placebo group
(a decline of 3.2 vs. 2.2, P = 0.01) indicating less depression [144].
An increased frequency of teeth malocclusion and an
open bite in children using ICS has been reported [201].
A slight increase in the risk for gastrointestinal ulceration, gastritis and bleeding in patients taking ICS was
also reported. This was reduced on using a spacer [202].
Few cases have been reported with possible hypersensitivity reactions in children with asthma and cow’s
milk allergy due to milk protein traces in inhaled corticosteroids [203–205].
The ideal inhaled corticosteroid should combine high
local activity with minimal systemic adverse events. The
therapeutic index of corticosteroids has been improved
by inhalation devices and techniques that permit direct
delivery of lower doses of steroids, thus reducing systemic
exposure. Despite these advances, adverse systemic effects
still exist and should be looked for [147].

Adherence to ICS therapy
Adherence to daily inhaled corticosteroid therapy is a
key determinant of asthma control. Achieving good adherence is a complex task, and may require interventions not
covered in current guidelines. Poor adherence may persist
in children despite a high level of concordance between
medical team and parents, even in the absence of socioeconomic barriers to good adherence [206]. The cost
impact of achieving various levels of increase in ICS
adherence levels among school aged asthmatic children
(5–12 years) was recently evaluated. It was concluded that
effective large-scale interventions can produce substantial
cost savings from even modest increases in real-world
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adherence to ICS therapy among Medicaid enrolled children with asthma [207].
Factors affecting adherence to ICS therapy

There are two forms of non-adherence; intentional and
unintentional. Intentional non-adherence involves choosing
not to take the medication based on the patient’s own
needs, knowledge, or perception. Unintentional nonadherence can result from the complexity of the treatment regimen or understanding of the medication [208].
Intentional barriers to adherence are common; driven by
illness perceptions and medication beliefs, patients and
parents deliberately choose not to follow the doctor’s
recommendations. Common non-intentional barriers
are related to family routines, child-raising issues, and to
social issues such as poverty [209].
Potential factors associated with low adherence to
daily ICS within a sample of minority adolescents with
persistent asthma were older age and low knowledge of
ICS after adjusting for other baseline characteristics.
There was an inverse relationship between age and
adherence [210]. With increase in age, medication taking
responsibility transfers from the parent or guardian to
the adolescent [211]. Moreover, complacency with outcomes uncertainty and drive for immediate gratification
over delayed benefits may contribute to non-adherence
in adolescents [212].
Beliefs play a crucial role in medication adherence.
Two specific medication beliefs can be distinguished
namely necessities and concerns. Patients can have specific thoughts related to the necessity of their medication
in maintaining their health. On the other hand, patients
can also have specific concerns about the possible harmful
long-term effects and dependence on their medication
[213]. Necessities were positively related to self-reported
adherence in a group of asthmatics from the Netherlands
suggesting that it could be more important to focus on
necessities than on concerns in an attempt to improve
adherence [214].
Taxonomy of barriers and facilitators to long-term ICS
therapy adherence was proposed. These were classified
into three loci of responsibility and its corresponding
domains: (1) patient (cognition; motivation, attitudes
and preferences; practical implementation; and parental
support); (2) patient-physician interaction (communication and patient-physician relationship); and (3)
health care system (resources and services). The quality of interaction with the physician (e.g., shared decision making) and access to key health care resources
(e.g., lung function testing) and services (e.g., drug insurance) appear to play crucial roles in enhancing or
impeding patients’ adherence, and importantly, to
modify patients’ cognition, motivation, attitudes, and
behaviors [215].
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In a UK-wide, cross-sectional study, unexpectedly large
proportion of people with asthma experienced side effects
and had strong concerns about their treatment, which
impeded their adherence. There was a disparity between
clinicians’ estimates of the frequency of side effects and
the frequency reported by asthmatics. For instance, although 46 % of people taking ICS reported sore throat,
clinicians estimated that this figure would be 10 % [216].
The level of caregiver supervision is an important factor affecting adherence to ICS therapy in children with
asthma. Maternal educational status was found to affect
proper ICS use and adherence in asthmatic children [217].
Monitoring of adherence

Appropriate assessment of adherence should be done in
patients with difficult-to-control asthma, before making
decision about increasing the treatment including possible
prescription of an expensive biological therapy [218, 219].
Self-monitoring at home (e.g. symptoms, peak expiratory flowmetry), as part of a personal management plan
is encouraged. Objective measures of adherence are
indeed more informative than self reporting. In an ancillary study conducted in three CAMP Clinical Centers,
adherence of less than 80 % was seen in 75 % of 140
children when adherence was measured objectively but
only in 6 % of children when measured by means of selfreport. [220] The measurement of fractional exhaled
nitric oxide (FENO) might unmask non-adherence to
ICS therapy. However, in many countries, the capacity
to measure FENO is unlikely to be available outside
specialized centers [2].
A review of the studies using electronic adherence
monitoring shows that half of them report mean adherence rates of 50 % or below and the majority report rates
below 75 % [221] An observational study in 135 children, 2–12 years of age, with asthma revealed that median (interquartile range) one-year adherence to ICS, as
measured by electronic devices, was 84 % (70–92 %).
Fifty five children (41 %) did not achieve the pre-defined
level of good adherence (≥80 %) and this was associated
with poorer asthma control [206].
In a multivariate analysis conducted in 6 Asian countries,
three questions related to patients’ acceptance of inhaler
medicines remained significantly associated with poor adherence, after adjusting for potential confounders: “I am
not sure inhaler type medicines work well” (p < 0.001),
“Taking medicines more than once a day is inconvenient”
(p < 0.002), and “Sometimes I skip my inhaler to use it over
a longer period” (p < 0.001) [222].
Potential methods to improve adherence and compliance

To date, efforts to address the problem of non-adherence
in childhood asthma have had little success [223]. GINA
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2016 noted that only a few adherence interventions have
been studied closely in asthma: [224]
 Shared decision-making for medication and dose choice
 Inhaler reminders for missed doses
 Reduced complexity of the regimen (once versus

twice daily)
 Comprehensive asthma education with home visits

by asthma nurses
 Clinicians reviewing feedback on their patients’

dispensing records.
Education should highlight the importance of adherence to prescribed ICS even in the absence of symptoms,
and should involve literal explanation and physical demonstration of the optimal use of inhaler devices and peak
flow meters. Education should be tailored according to
the socio-cultural background of the family [225].
The use of a single combination inhaler, rather than
separate inhalers, is generally recommended, to maximize
adherence and efficacy [2]. It was suggested that oncedaily ICS therapy provides a practical therapeutic option
that did not appear to jeopardize the clinical efficacy of
asthma controller therapy [226]. Once-daily dosing strategy was associated with lower costs and higher level of
quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) [227].
Developing electronic monitoring device technology
with reminders might be a key noninvasive resource to
address poor adherence in children and adolescents
[228]. The Use of an electronic monitoring device with
an audiovisual reminder led to significant improvements
in adherence to ICS in a group of school-aged children
with asthma who attended an emergency department in
Auckland, New Zealand [229]. Strong potential was
found for low-cost speech recognition adherence programs integrated with an electronic health record in
which speech recognition telephone calls to parents
were triggered when an inhaled corticosteroid refill was
due or overdue [230].
Efficacy at increasing asthma self-management skills
was demonstrated using group interactive learning in
the school setting [231]. On the other hand, 34 children
(6–11 years old) were randomized to intervention or attention control groups for 10-weeks. The intervention
arm participated in weekly coping peer group support
sessions and received mp3 peer-recorded asthma messages promoting adherence. At 10 weeks, no statistical
difference in objectively measured adherence could be
detected between the two arms adjusting for baseline adherence (p = 0.929). Participants’ in both study arms
self-reported adherence was significantly higher than
their objectively measured adherence at week 10 [232].
Targeted parenting skills were chosen to address treatment resistance, and included nurturance and autonomy
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granting, use of positive reinforcement strategies, predictable routines, limit setting, problem solving, taking
charge when needed, and staying calm under pressure.
After the 6-month intervention, adherence with ICS increased from 72.9 % to 100.0 %, (p = 0.013). The percentage of children with controlled asthma increased
from 0 to 62.5 % (p = 0.026) indicating a clinically meaningful change. Parents’ ratings at 6-months suggested
that asthma-related tasks and child behaviors were less
problematic and their confidence to manage asthma increased [233].

Conclusions and unmet needs
Despite the availability of several formulations of ICS
and delivery devices for treatment of childhood asthma
and despite the development of evidence-based guidelines, childhood asthma control remains suboptimal.
ICS are considered the most effective drugs used to
suppress airway inflammation in asthma. However, Inhaled medications are only effective if they are used
properly. Therefore, choosing the appropriate delivery
device and offering competent education about its
proper use is mandatory to gain asthma control. It is important to realize the need for step-up therapy based on
poor control and step-down at three month intervals
whenever good asthma control is achieved. Physicians
should recognize that preschoolers are different from
older children in treatment strategies. Although ICS
treatment is generally considered safe in children, the
potential adverse effects related to its regular use continue
to be a matter of concern. ICS therapy should always aim
to reach the lowest effective dose because most adverse
effects are dose-dependent. It is also more common in
individuals receiving concomitant oral or nasal corticosteroids. The potential adverse effects of ICS need to be
weighed against the benefit of these drugs to control
persistent asthma especially that its safety profile is
markedly better than oral glucocorticoids.
ICS do not offer cure to asthmatic children and discontinuation leads to deterioration of clinical control,
lung function, and airway responsiveness within weeks
in a proportion of patients. Therefore, adherence to daily
ICS therapy is a key determinant of asthma control. This
mandates that asthma education follow a repetitive pattern and involve literal explanation and physical demonstration of the optimal use of inhaler devices. Education
should be tailored according to the socio-cultural background of the community.
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